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Monks move in; express thanks
Editors Note: In mid-February,
Abbot Jerome gave the long-anticipated
order: “Move out” A few monks were in
their new rooms in a matter of days. Most
moved more slowly; sifting,
sorting, and culling. Fr. Abbot,
knowing that some of us work
better under pressure, gave a
deadline. By March 10, all
were moved. Shortly thereafter, I asked monks to pen short
statements of their reactions
and feelings associated with
the entire renovation project.
A collage of these statements
follows.

sun and light. I have a veritable greenhouse up there, which reminds me of
my many years in Belize. In fact, I have
a number of plants growing already that
could only grow in Belize
or in a greenhouse.
Brother Paul: We all
appreciate your help in
providing funds for our
new quarters. The new
surroundings have helped
us develop a more hopeful attitude. A few years
ago I made a study in
our Benedictine Ordo of
the times of the year that
monks had passed away.
Abbot Jerome: The
It was a bit of a shock to
completion of the renovation
see how many had died
struck me as similar to the
during the months of June,
transformation of a caterpillar Monks and visitors in new dining room for Holy Thursday “Agape” meal July, August, and Septeminto a butterfly. Even though
ber. I’m sure the heat was
we could watch the various
a factor. A number of us
stages, we really could not envision the
are affected with allergic reactions from
ask God to reward them now and for
finished product until it emerged in its
time to time. This year I think we will
sure for all eternity.
beauty at the end.
notice a significant change with the air
Fr. Richard: I think the Lord was
Brother Ephrem: Many have
conditioning. Your charity has probably
watching out for me in the choice of
exclaimed: ‘You monks deserve these
added some years onto our lives. May
rooms. I ended up getting the best
better quarters.’ I don’t feel deserving as room in the place even though I was
we be open to the Lord this coming year
th
much as thankful to those who consider about 13 to choose! The room I got is and do what He asks of us.
us worthy of their generosity.
open to the east and south with lots of
see “Monks Move In” on page 5
Brother Louis: We cannot say
‘Thank you.” often enough and pray
hard enough for the people who made
our renovation possible. We can only
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The Turtle on the Fencepost
A few years ago a philosophy
professor at the University of Texas was
approached after class by one of his
students. The student complained that
the professor had mentioned moral law
in his lecture, but that another teacher
had convinced him during the previous semester that there isn’t any moral
law. “Every society makes up its own
right and wrong, its own good and bad,
its own fair and unfair – and each one
makes up something different.”
The professor answered: “I’m glad
to hear you say that, because I’m lazy
and hate to grade papers. At the end of
this semester I’ll be able to save myself
some work by giving you an F without
looking at your papers at all. Since
you don’t believe in moral standards
like fairness that are true for everyone,
I know you won’t object. We make up
our morals as we go. We don’t have to
be bound by arbitrary standards.”
Faced with this dire application of
his own theory, the student was quick to
see and to admit that there are universal
moral standards which all implicitly and
pre-consciously agree on; and that they
have important application every day.
People of all ages and places share an
innate sense of right and wrong. It can
be manipulated, shaded, denied, but it
is there to start with.
Cardinal Newman found this
universal sense of right and wrong,
the existence of a conscience in every
human being, to be the most powerful
argument for the existence of God, or
at least of a reality beyond this world
which affects its creatures intimately – a
proof more universally convincing than
philosophical arguments about the first
cause or prime mover, the size of creation or its beauties and powers. Where
does this internal monitor come from?
It is not necessary to life in this world.
None of the other creatures has a sense
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of right and wrong, and so no anxiety
about doing good or evil, no premeditation, no judgment, and no guilt.
Each human being, however, has a sense
of right and wrong which causes us to
ponder and agonize in our decisions and
to deal with the good or bad that we do.
This isn’t part of our natural make-up
as creatures of this physical world. It
had to come from somewhere, and of its
nature it had to come from someone; in
other words an intelligence is behind it.

Cardinal Newman found
this universal sense of
right and wrong, the existence of a conscience in
every human being, to be
the most powerful argument for the
existence of God.

This is an application of what is
known as the turtle-on-the-fencepost
argument. If you spot a turtle stationed
on a fencepost, you know (barring a
flood) it can’t have got there by itself.
An outside agent has been at work.
This is the principle used in the search
for intelligent life elsewhere in the universe. Scientific instruments focused on
outer space are listening for patterned
signals which would indicate an intelligent source.
If a sense of right and wrong is
present in only one form of life on this
earth, and present consistently in that
form, this is evidence of an intelligent
agent affecting us and setting our moral

boundaries
from outside
the closed
system of the
visible world.
We may call
this agent a
higher power,
an external force, or God. But we can’t
ignore its existence, because the proof is
everywhere there are people. We carry
the proof within us.
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Winter ’04-’05 may be summed up
with this fact: The Winter dress code
for Academy students was not imposed
until the second week of January, and it
was lifted again in mid-February. There
were plenty of wet, dreary, chilly days,
but nothing really harsh or dramatic.
Our farmers might disagree, as they
daily slogged through the mud to bring
feed to the animals. Some areas near
gates and around the corral became
nearly impassible. The frisky calves
and their stolid mothers didn’t seem to
mind, so long as they were well-fed. A
monk watching the table manners of
some young bulls commented on the
parallels he observes when monitoring
the student lunch line. Ten adolescent
bulls surrounded a hay feeder with only
nine slots for getting at the hay. The
unlucky extra sized up the situation and
then shouldered his way to the front,
forcing his peers apart until one or the
other gave way. The obvious conclusion
is that the hay, and the cafeteria food,
must be irresistibly delicious!
Father Herbert, 93, passed away
quietly just after supper on January 12.
His towering presence—he was sometimes referred to as “The Great White
Father”—touched many lives, especially
in Fort Worth, Texas, and here in the
Academy and Coury House. Many
tributes came in, including this from
Dale Schumacher, ’71. “People often
say when someone passes on that they
are in a far better place. I suppose we
can say that Fr. Herbert has upgraded
marginally; after all, if there is a heaven
on this earth, we all know it is a place
called Subiaco.”
Following the blessing and rededication of the renovated Jewett Annex
and Arches on January 8, many people
toured the renovated area during subsequent weeks, as workmen put in the
finishing touches. Meanwhile, monks

anxiously awaited the word to move.
Bishop Sartain celebrated the
student Mass on January 19 and had
lunch with the students. He has an easy
way with young people, relating well to
their concerns. A student remarked: “It
seemed that his homily was addressed
directly to me.”
Fr. Mark drove a busload of students, monks, and area people to the
March for Life in Little Rock on January 23. Sixteen Academy students were
already there, engaged in the youth
program connected with this annual
event. The March brings people of all
ages together for prayer, fellowship, and
direct action. A local public school
student offered an encouraging word.
He said that the number of kids in his
Junior class who are in favor of easy
abortion is ZERO.
On January 28, Subiaco Abbey
Angus entered three cows in the Stars of
Texas Female Sale at Fort Worth. Average sale price for the 67 animals sold
was $5,033. Our three animals averaged $7,418, topping all entrants. Prior
David had accompanied Mr. Lawrence
(Butch) Geels to the sale, and they came
home elated.

February
February often seems to drag along,
with gray nondescript days stretching
away before and behind. A concert by
the group “Oreo Blue” shattered these
doldrums the evening of February 2.
This band really “cranked it up” in the
Performing Arts Center. It was reported
later that the students had enjoyed the
performance. The volume had driven
most of the monk attendees back to the
quieter environs of the monastery.
The next day was “Renaissance
Day” in the Academy. These days, inserted judiciously just when teachers and
students are beginning to plot mutual

mayhem, afford a welcome respite from
the daily grind. Popular offerings were
bowling, a hike to the waterfalls on
Rich Mountain, and cookie baking. Fr.
Hugh tested his recovery from heart
surgery by going along with the hikers.
The Lenten observance began with
firm resolutions and austerity on Ash
Wednesday, February 9. Benedictines
really cannot help it that our founders’

Br. Jude instructs two “Renaissance Day”
students in the art of carpentry.

feasts fall within Lent. Dutifully, two
carloads traveled to Fort Smith on Feb.
10 to celebrate the Feast of St. Scholastica with our sister monastery. It felt
like a very short Lent!
On February 15, almost all the
priest-monks of the Abbey spent the
day with Bishop Peter Sartain. He
conducted a day-long business meeting
with the clergy of our part of the state.
There are some changes coming up in
liturgical practice, and in parish and
school fund raising. He also introduced
a clergy “code of conduct” and explained guidelines for parish consolidations and the number of Masses priests
may offer. It was a full day, and it was
good for the presbyterate to hear these
things straight from the Bishop.
On the 16th, the long-awaited
word came to begin moving into the
renovated rooms. Hallways were soon
see “Journal” on page 4
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Journal

cont’d from page 3
jammed with carts and boxes. The
noise level surely went beyond what we
refer to as “day silence,” especially on
Saturday mornings. But it was a happy
noise, as we helped each other with the
bulkier items. A good side effect of the
move was the bringing out into the light
of day all the things stashed under beds
and on top shelves of lockers. Faced
with the prospect of moving and rearranging, a lot of this stuff was judged as
no longer essential. “Give away” and
“exchange” areas filled up, from where
loads were taken to the thrift shop
of the nearby Community Outreach
Services.
By early March, all had moved.
And wouldn’t you know it?—janitorial
assignments for the renovated areas were
right there awaiting the new arrivals.

Eventually, after several brushes with
eternity, it was determined that the
combination of medications he was
taking had caused a chemical imbalance.
He returned home in late February and
is now recuperating well.
During the last week of February,
the Abbey cemetery took on a forbidding aspect, when a large open pit was
dug. It looked like preparations for a
mass burial—and that’s exactly what it
was. Four men who had begun their
monastic careers at Subiaco, but who
had been buried at the now closed
Corpus Christi Abbey in Texas, were
re-interred here. The property at Corpus Christi could not be sold until the
cemetery was moved, and the families of
these monks asked to have their remains
brought back to Subiaco. There will be
an appropriate ceremony to bless these
four graves sometime in May, when
family and friends can be present.

March

Fr. Mark’s “room-with-a view”

“What? No maids? No butlers?” were
some of the jesting comments overheard. Actually, it is almost fun to clean
something that is new and shiny, and
that looks so good when you finish.
Fr. Brendan gave us a scare in
February. A simple cold turned into
pneumonia. In the hospital, he only
got worse, but the doctors were baffled.
4

Workmen finally began laying
the stone facing for the elevator shaft
extension. A sort of cupola—some call
it a “chimney”—now adds interest to
the roofline. The rough-cut sandstone
matches the rest of the surrounding
stonework, but someone had the happy
thought to insert a cross in the center
of the “chimney,” formed with smooth
stone. The stones for this facing work
were lifted by crane all the way across
the fourth-floor roof. This writer,
sitting at his fourth floor desk, was
repeatedly startled by pallets of stone or
a platform with workers just outside the
window, on their way over the rooftop.
It was reminiscent of the scene from
“Jurrasic Park” when the brontosaurus
poked its head into the treetop bower
where the movie characters had taken
refuge for the night.

Fr. Victor, pastor of St. Benedict
Parish (Subiaco) has been staying in the
Abbey Health Center as he continues
his chemotherapy for a form of lung
cancer. Surprisingly, he has been able
to do most of his weekend Masses for
the parish. Father Harold had cataract
surgery recently and once again is able
to putter at woodworking projects in
the carpenter shop. I believe the total of
his surgeries is now approaching 20!
The Spring Parents’ Weekend and
Academy Carnival filled the weekend
of March 11-13. A 2005 Silverado
truck could be won for $2.00, and a lot
see “Journal” on page 6

Religious Life
Is God Calling?

MONKS OF

SUBIACO ABBEY
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Monks move in
cont’d from page 1

Brother Thomas: Lord, in gratiprayers for all who made the renovatude, we monks offer our daily Conven- tion possible. Special thanks to Leo,
tual Mass for living and deceased family Wallie, Ron, Darrell, David, and
members, relatives, friends, and beneClyde, and all the others who worked
factors. Keep them in the palm of your on the project. If they stay around
hand. Amen.
long enough we’ll make monks out
Fr. Hugh: Most Native American
of them. This is the first time I’ve
Indians said that all life goes in a circle.
had a room with its own thermostat
With regard to humans, they are born
and private patio. Now if I can get
helpless and return to this stage in old
the barbecue grill installed, I’ll be
Abbot’s table with “Foundation Cross”
age. In a way this also applies to my
all set. Thanks again for a job well
told of some aspect of our lives that immonastic living quarters. I began my
done!!!
pressed one of the workers. They were
monastic life in the fall of
constantly asking questions and remark1952 and lived as a novice in
ing that this was the most peaceful and
the old open “novice dorm”
wholesome location they had worked
on the fourth floor at the east
at. The selfless generosity of the many
end of the Jewett Annex. We
hundreds of people who supported our
novices each had a bed and
efforts with their well wishes, their time
a locker in this big cement
and money to make all this possible was
floor room. Now this space,
the next most frequent topic of amazeafter the renovation, consists
ment for the men and women engaged
of private rooms with baths,
in the construction. I hope to never
lots of window space and a
take all this for granted, but to do my
good view. I chose what was
Jewett common room
part to justify the faith our many friends
once the northeast corner of
have in the monks of Subiaco.
the novices’ dorm as my room
Fr. Mark (editor): How does one
because I wanted to have a room in the
Father Bruno: I want to thank the
respond
to a great and good gift, an
same space where my monastic living
few and the many who made possible
underserved gift, which one will never
quarters began many years ago. Life has our re-done living quarters and dining
be able to repay? This is our quandary,
gone in a circle as far as my living space
room brightness. With the light colors
as we take up residence in the beautiful
is concerned.
and new sound system one sees better,
Brother Joseph K.: Amen!! Amen!! hears better, and with the more pleasant new quarters provided by the generosity of many wonderful friends. Several
Amen!! I would like to thank and offer
atmosphere, the already hearty meals
responses seem appropriate: to enjoy
taste better too! But this is not
the gift, delight in it, and to let that
all. The good will and empathy
joy be evident. Secondly, to care for it
engendered between monks and
our most devoted friends is indeed well, keeping the gift clean, unsullied,
free from every external blot, and from
a great blessing.
every evil act and word. Thirdly, to rest
Brother Eric (monastic liaison
to the construction crew): The most content in the sense of being loved and
cared for. What a blessing!
lasting impression I have of the
whole renovation project is the
reverence and respect that the
demolition and construction crews
had for our Abbey—both the
physical building and the MonasArches hallway
tic community. Almost daily I was
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Being a slave
In his Easter Vigil homily, Abbot
Jerome noted that the name “Schaivo”,
the name of the helpless woman in
Florida who had absolutely no sayso about what was happening to her,
means, in Italian, “slave.” A slave has to
submit to the will of another. We have
no way of knowing what her own will in
the matter would have been. The point
here is that she simply had to bear what
was done to her, with no recourse, like
a slave.
Her final struggle accompanied the
commemoration of the Passion and
death of Jesus, whom we see as fulfilling
the Old Testament “types” presented
by Isaiah (the suffering servant) and by
the book of Exodus (the Paschal Lamb).
During Easter week, we witnessed the
final submission of Pope John Paul II to
the forces of death. This “servant of the
servants of God” also remained mute
like a lamb before the shearer, calmly accepting what was happening to him.

Tuesday of Holy Week, Fr. Camillus
quoted a meditation by Henri Nouwen,
in which he said that, after Judas left the
Last Supper table, things spiraled out of
control. The Gospel narrative switches
from an account of what Jesus did, to an
account of what was done to him. Jesus
becomes now the helpless victim, a slave
to the will of others. Jesus’ kenosis, his
letting go of his own will, autonomy,
and power, and his taking on the nature
of a slave, becomes the means of our
salvation.
Every human, regardless of rank or
status, goodness or wickedness, experiences, at least in the face of death, a
radical helplessness, the necessity of
submitting to outside forces. God chose
to use this universal human experience
and make it the means of our salvation.
Being a slave, a victim, is not a
desirable condition. Yet Jesus’ acceptance of the human condition, and our

own quiet
imitation of
the suffering
servant, being
a “schaivo”,
gives a dignity
and a value
to our pain,
our grief, and our death. In the movie,
“The Passion of the Christ,” Jesus whispers to Mary along the way of the cross:
“Behold, I make all things new.” We all
have to suffer anyway. In Jesus, Terri
Schaivo’s final agony, the Holy Father’s
noble witness of faith, and our own
condition of servitude is made new and
fruitful for ourselves and for the world.

the Triduum with us. We enjoy their
presence, and know them well enough
so that a guest arriving on Holy Thursday afternoon can be greeted with “You
are to have your feet washed at the service this evening.” Holy Week weather
was frightful—cold, wet, windy. The
new fire was kindled on the inner court
porch instead of out in the elements.
There was a Baptism at the Easter Vigil.
Several years ago, we began having the
whole congregation come forward to
get close to the baptismal pool. In the
melee, monks and parishioners, celebrants and laity, get all tangled up; and
this seems to be a good, unifying, fun
thing. We have yet to figure out how to
applaud the newly-baptized while we’re
holding candles. Maybe we should

cheer? Or stomp?
On Easter Monday, the entire community goes on an outing. This is the
one time when we as a community get
away from our routines simply to enjoy
each other, eat good food, and fool
around, not doing much of anything.

Journal

cont’d from page 4
of folks tried to beat the odds—about
20,000, in fact. “Monk Sausage” was
the hot item at the food court, and the
faculty and parent volunteers were kept
hopping to feed the large crowd. This
event is a lot of work, but the incredible
generosity of so many people make it all
happen. A special feature of the Parents’
Weekend was the Baptism of one of
our students, and the reception into the
Catholic Church of three more students
and a faculty member. (See this story
in the “Academy” section of The Abbey
Message.
Students left on March 19 for
Easter Break, and classes resumed on
March 30—a well-earned break after 11
straight weeks of classes. Many of the
regular Holy Week visitors again spent
6

see “Journal” on page 16

Br. José & Br. Edward on Easter Monday

Academy

Church welcomes new members

Jack Willems finalist

by Andy Koch
Confirmation for area parishes was
held Sunday, March 13 at 4 p.m. J.
Peter Sartain, Bishop of Little Rock,
celebrated the Mass and confirmed
students from Sts. Peter and Paul, Holy
Redeemer, St. Benedict and Subiaco
Academy. Eighteen students from Subiaco Academy received the sacrament.
During 10:45 Mass, students Charlie Ford (12), Finley Ledbetter (11),
Christian Rust (10) and John Zagurski
(10) and faculty member Mr. Bruce
Dersch renewed their baptismal vows
and confirmed their faith. Ledbetter was
also baptized.
Deacon Roy Goetz has been instructing the catechumens in 18 weekly
classes, where they were assigned read-

Jack Willems (12)
earned finalist standings
in the National Merit
Awards. Willems has
been commended for
his outstanding academic performance. Many
scholarships will be available to Willems
in recognition of this award.
Willems plays the trumpet in Jazz
Band, is a member of the National
Honor Society, Blue Arrow, football,
and Student Council.

photo by Mrs. Judy Rust

Catechumen Finley Ledbetter (11)
receives the sacrament of baptism

ings, prayer and study. They attended a
retreat and wrote a letter to the bishop
requesting the sacrament. All of these
assignments had to be completed prior
to their acceptance into the Church.

Quiz Bowl team hosts regional
tournament, places second
by Michael Stuth
Subiaco Academy placed second
in the regional quiz bowl tournament,
losing to Pea Ridge by 100 points. The
tournament was held in the Round
House at Subiaco Academy. Seven of
ten eligible teams competed. The teams
that competed were Subiaco, Pea Ridge,
Elkins, Farmington, Mansfield, Green
Forest, and Berryville.
Eight members of the quiz bowl
team participated in the matches. They
were Thomas Lucier (12), Paul Marsden
(12), Jack Willems (12), Jeff Sharum
(12), Drew Piechocki (12), Donald
Goetz (10), Chris Rehm (10), and Jared
Schluterman (10). Only four students
may compete in the actual match at any
given time, but other students may be
substituted in for a certain match.
As hosts for the regional tournament, the Subiaco Academy quiz bowl
team set up the Round House for the
tournament. “It was really hard and

took a long time to set up for the tournament,” said Jared Schluterman (10), a
two-year member of the team.
Other members of the team held
specific jobs during the tournament.
Dakota Turner (10), Tony Miller (12),
and Chris Murray (9) were runners.
Joseph Thomas (10) was a scorekeeper,
and Mark Kiefer (12) was a moderator.
“I was pleased with the performance
because last year we didn’t make it in
regionals,” said Ms. Alane Freerksen,
the Quiz Bowl sponsor.
Subiaco plans to compete in the state tournament on April 2 at Dardanelle High School.

Search retreat to be led by four
Subiaco seniors
by Dan Reeves
Four Subiaco seniors will not only
attend a religious retreat in April, but
also will be part of the staff.
Jacob Post, Ren Oslica, Erik Jakobs, and Mark Kiefer will be leaders
for this year’s Search retreat which will
be held April 21-23 at St. John’s Center
in Little Rock
This will be Post’s and Osclica’s
third time being on the team, and
Jakobs’ and Kiefer’s first.
The Search retreat is a program for
teenaged Christians to come together.
It is a way to grow closer to God and
strengthen faith in Him.
It is hosted by teens who have
progressed in their own faith journeys.
Sign ups to attend Search will continue
through late March. Contact Jacob
Post for details.
Senior members of the
Quiz Bowl team Paul
Marsden, Thomas
Lucier and Jack
Willems prepare to
meet Berryville in the
warm-up rounds of the
regional tournament
held at Subiaco on
March 3
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Carnival 2005 continues tradition of support and fun
by Victor Villatoro
The Subiaco Academy carnival was
held during Parents Weekend on March
12 at the Field House from 2-10 p.m.
The raffle, combined with the carnival, raised about $39,000.
A 2005 Silverado 1500 Regular Cab
2WD, sponsored by Hug Chevrolet
Buick Pontiac GMC, was won by L.H.
Bagley (’56) from Tucson Arizona.
The second place prize, an estate
cluster diamond ring with an appraised
value of $7,400, was won by Charlotte
Ward of Subiaco.
The third place prize, a side-byside refrigerator, was won by Henry D.
Stone (’51) of Magazine. Two roundtrip Southwest Airline tickets were won
by Kristen Moncrief of El Dorado.
The carnival featured many booths
including face painting, a country store,
basketball shooting, football throwing,
mini-golf, baseball and a shooting gallery. This year’s carnival saw a few new
events such as car smashing and student
contests.

The Gary Kinney Experience, with
members Mr. Gary Kinney, Mr. Roy
Goetz, Mrs. Cheryl Goetz, Donald
Goetz, and Charlie Ford, performed
for the evening crowd. The Subiaco
Academy Jazz Band and student groups
also performed.
Snacks and refreshments were offered, including monk sausage made
from an original Abbey recipe. Also
served were hamburgers, hot dogs and
homemade pizza. A Wine Garden was
set up from 6-8 p.m., with samples from
area wineries, including Post Winery,
Wiederkehr Wines, Cowie Winery and
Chateau Aux Arc Winery.
The carnival proceeds go for the
benefit of the school. The money will be
used to buy canoes and kayaks and two
canoe trailers for the students, according to Mr. Roy Goetz. Another use
for some of the money is the fixing of
the light board in the theater. All other
proceeds will go to the operating fund
of the school.
“I am very, very pleased with the

carnival this year and the response
that we received from the parents and
everyone involved,” said Fr. Aaron Pirrera. “I think it’s the best one we’ve had
so far. The crowd was larger than it has
been in previous years. We’re expecting to clear some money. Hopefully we
surpassed what we made last year and
the year before.”

Academy students Ernesto Saldivar and
Harrison Kim add to the carnival atmosphere
by painting faces of area youth

Math, art winners announced
by Dan Reeves
The 27th annual math contest,
hosted by the Arkansas Council of
Teachers of Mathematics and held at the
University of the Ozarks in Clarksville,
netted six awards for Subiaco students
out of the possible 15 placings.
For the category of Algebra I, the
second place title went to Young-Min
Lee (9). In Algebra II, Andrew Yuk (9)
claimed first place, and Joseph Thomas(10) claimed second.
First place in Pre-Calculus went
to Leon Lee (11); in Calculus Drew
Piechocki (12) placed second, followed
in third by Jack Willems (12).
All students placing in the first
three rankings may compete at the state
level competition to be held April 23 at
8

Conway.
Art students have been busy this
spring preparing and competing in art
shows.
At the first show sponsored by the
Western Arkansas Art Educators Association, senior and first-year art student
John Cauldwell earned “Best of Show”
for his artwork.
At the Arkansas River Valley Art
Center’s annual high school art contest, of the six placings for high school
competition, Subiaco took home four
awards.
In the 11-12 grade category, the
first place winner was Chris West, with
a charcoal drawing entitled “Grandfather”; second place was Andy Koch,
with a pen and ink drawing titled

“Duck”; and third place was Jee-Ihin
Lee, with a charcoal drawing labeled
“Bumper.”
Koch also received an honorable
mention.
For the 9-10 grade category, YenNien Chen, the only Subiaco student
submitted in the category, won third
place with an acrylic painting of a nonobjective design.
Upcoming shows and competitions
include The Arkansas River Valley Art
Center Competition in Russelville, and
the Tri-County Art Competition hosted
by the Subiaco Arts Council.

Academy

CASA Club presents cultures to area schools
by Victor Villatoro
The Cultural Awareness of Subiaco
Academy Club held an exhibit in February in which seven countries were represented: United States, Taiwan, Croatia,
Mexico, Korea, Scotland and Spain.
The CASA Club emphasized the
African-American culture in connection
with Black History month. The theme
was “World Peace.”
Approximately 150 students
from County Line High School, Paris
Elementary, and Scranton Elementary
viewed the displays on February 17-18.
Powerpoint presentations illustrated the

countries and cultures represented.
In the presentations students talked
about their country’s culture, explained
the flag colors and even taught simple
words in the language.
Members put up banners and set
up displays with artifacts such as toys,
barrels, books written in the language,
pictures, typical dress, crosses and
religious symbols and a map of the
country. Members were encouraged
to display items that represented their
country. Most of the countries displayed the “Our Father” in the native
language.

“The CASA Club exhibit was a big
success. We were excited at the beginning and were proud at the end,” said
Ernesto Saldivar, president of the CASA
Club.

A Day Gone By - Abbey Museum keeps alive the past
by Paul Marsden
On the Subiaco campus there exists
a place where one can find remarkable
things. These things vary from the fascinating to the intriguing and even into
the world of the bizarre. Still haven’t
guessed the little known place where
these wonders exist? The museum, of
course!
The museum was created in 1915
with Br. Gerard Kaufman as its curator.
Originally it was housed in the present
chaplain’s office and third floor T.V.
room, open spaces without walls at the
time.
In the early ‘60s Br. Kaufman’s
wealth of objects were moved to their
present location on the second floor
next to the main stairwell. This area had
been sectioned off into classrooms, but
with the construction of Alumni Hall
they were no longer needed.
After Br. Gerard Kaufman died,
care of the museum fell into the hands
of Br. Thaddeus. When Br. Thaddeus
could no longer care for it, the museum
was left without a curator for almost a
full year. At that time, in the early ‘90s,
Fr Hugh Assenmacher, the museum’s

current curator, requested and was
given the responsibility of caring for the
museum.
It was a big challenge for Fr. Hugh
because Br. Gerard had never labeled
anything, and it had been a long time
since anyone had even attempted to
clean the museum. Thick layers of dust
covered everything. Piles of countless
objects, remnants of Br. Gerard’s saving
compulsion, were everywhere. One
could hardly negotiate around all the
boxes to see the exhibits.
It was time for a cleanout. Some
of the more unusual and unattractive
collections, such as large stashes of old
toothbrushes and lampshades, were
simply thrown away.
To the people that knew the
museum before, however, the most
mournfully lost treasures were the many
preserved animals. Originally filling
all the cabinets in the inner hall of the
museum, they now take residence in
only two cabinets. Most were sold in
the middle ‘90s to a man who requested
the animals for his own fauna exhibit.
Some animals, unfortunately, could
not be saved. These animals, which

included birds with broken wings, a deer
with a detached jaw, and a wolf, had to
be humanely dealt with, and were eternally put to rest - in a fire. The deer was
a school pet 100 long years ago.
For everything that has been thrown
out or given away, the museum is still
quite cluttered because of its small size.
Fr. Hugh is currently lending out paintings from the museum to areas of the
renovated monastery.
What the museum really needs is its
own building, but Fr. Hugh laughs at
this notion. He will leave it to the next
curator, as there are so many things in
the museum that he would rather have
someone else move.
Subiaco’s museum is not fancy. It
does not have large white rooms with
only one or two spotlighted artifacts in
the middle. Nevertheless, it is full of
history and excitement for interested
Coury House guests, students, alumni,
parents and casual visitors willing to
set aside part of their day to enter the
eternal doors of the past.
The museum is open on Fridays
from 7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
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93rd Reunion Schedule
(Abbreviated)
Friday, June 3
11:30 a.m.
Alumni Golf Tournament
3:00 p.m.
Registration Begins
6:30 p.m.
Buffet Dinner
Saturday, June 4
8:00 a.m.
Breakfast in student dining room
10:00 a.m.
General Assembly in PAC
9:30 a.m.
Ladies Auxiliary Brunch
noon		
Lunch in South Park
1:00 p.m.
Tennis & Hole-in-One Tournament
4:30 p.m.
Reunion Mass
6:00 p.m.
Dinner
8:00 p.m.
Entertainment under the tent
Sunday, June 5
9:00 a.m.
Thanksgiving Brunch (Drawings)

Pete Narens ‘78 & Jim Narens (father of Jim Narens ‘92) help Br. Tobias
‘63 build a new fence with a herd of inquisitive Angus looking on

Subiaco Academy seeks to fill new position
Subiaco Academy is excited to announce they are seeking candidates for a new position, the Regional Representative. The Regional
Representative will be a full-time position located in the Dallas/Ft.
Worth, Texas area working closely with the Admission, Development
and Alumni offices. Duties of the Regional Representative will include, but not be limited to, aiding the Admission office in academic
recruiting through promoting Subiaco Academy to local schools,
churches, and families while identifying potential students. Additional duties will include organizing meetings with families of potential
students and the Admission office staff, identifying new benefactors
while maintaining contact with past and current benefactors, and
keeping the Alumni office informed of ongoing alumni events. An
ideal candidate would be a Subiaco Academy graduate with a Bachelor’s degree or equivalent professional experience willing to relocate, if
necessary, to the Dallas/Ft. Worth area. The salary range for qualified individuals would be $26,000-28,000 plus incentives. Interested
candidates can contact Jason Gaskell in the Admission office at (479)
934-1025 or jgaskell@subi.org for more information.
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Camp Director Pat Franz ’78
writes: “I am looking for campers. I
ask the alumni and friends to continue
looking for young men in the 3rd - 7th
grades and to get them signed up for
Camp Subiaco as soon as possible. We
are looking for 150 campers this year
and it is going to take everyone’s help.”

CAMP SUBIACO
JUNE 19-25, 2005
BOYS AGES 9 TO 13

Alumni

Where are they now?
Joe Weinsinger ’83 and Randy
day, and that he did. A wonderful man,
scholarship based on academic perforSpellins ’84 enjoy the bragging
a true Subi Man for all ages. God Bless
mance. He hopes all the students at
rights of the Trojans’ dominance over
him and his family.
Subiaco will manage to understand
Little Rock Catholic High in recent
Jim Narens ’92 won first place
what a great opportunity it is to study
years. Both Randy and Joe were among in Open Epée at Fête de Fleuret 2005
at Subiaco. An opportunity not many
Coach Tencleve’s first Trojan basketball
in late January and third place in the
people had — an opportunity for sucplayers back in the old days,
cess as well as a lifetime
and now aspire as coaches
experience.
of elementary school girls’
David Hartz ’69
teams to similar coaching
is Director of Human
success. Five-year-old Joseph
Resources and Personnel
IV wants to be the Subiaco
Evaluation for the FayetteTrojan mascot when he
ville Public Schools.
attends the academy and is
Ben Kidd ‘95 visited
practicing with his sword
with several of the monks
and shield to be ready.
during the last weekend
Jorge Silveus ’01 is
of February. He hopes to
studying Mechanical Encontact his classmates to
gineering at University of
assure good representation
Texas Arlington, and will be
and camaraderie at Regraduating fairly soon.
union 2005.
Irishmen
David
Swatek
’78
and
Fr.
Richard
Walz
’59
preparing
to
John Rowley ‘44
Augie Harder ’55,
watch the parade on March 17, 2005, in St. Louis
recalled that when he came
historian extraordinaire
to Loyola in the fall of l948
recalled some facts about
from Miami, was late in
the men of 1955:
registering, and asked about entrances
open foil competition; both events are
Our Trojan Football Team won 8
exams, the Dean, who looked at the
under the aegis of the Arkansas Fencing and lost 3, and at the end of the season
Subi transcript and just said: “With
Academy.
were ranked 10th in State of Arkangrades like that from a school like that,
Gerardo “Bubba” Galvan ’92 is
sas. Mike Cooney was selected ‘ALL
you’ll have no difficulty here.” John
back in Waco, TX, working for Texas
SOUTHERN’ and for the ‘STATE
commented in concluding this recolFarm Bureau Insurance as an agent. He
ALL STAR TEAM’. Mike Cooney and
lection: “Yes, Subiaco’s reputation was
married Kimberly in December 1999.
Bernie Concannon were selected ‘ALL
good then and I’m sure better now.”
They now have two beautiful girls,
STATE’.
H. Gannon Shockey ‘49 recently
Isabella Maria 4 and Gabriella Grace
The basketball season was fairly
wrote about Judge Jim Sontag ‘49 as
who will turn one soon. Bubba has been successful, 9 wins, 6 losses. The Trojans
follows:
with Farm Bureau just under 3 years; he won the Logan County Tournament.
I met Jim on my first day at Subi
invites all old friends to stop and have
The Baseball Trojans won 6 and
in 1945. He became my best friend
a cold beverage of their choice while
lost 4. Senior Heavy Hitters were Philip
at Subi. I remember the many days
traveling I35.
Roth, Gus Buss, Frank Beshoner, and
working on the Periscope and the Pax
Michael Schneider ‘03 is doing
George Scotnicki
Yearbooks with him as well as many
well at Arkansas State University. On
The Trojan Tennis Team took three
days of joy as a student. We both loved
a full scholarship, he has just about
matches beating County Line 4-2,
our days at Subi. I will never forget the
exhausted the music program there and
Booneville 4-0, as well as taking two sets
books that we read and discussed. The
is seeking a transfer to a university with
of doubles from County Line in a night
most vivid memory is the book “The
a more intense music program.
match. The Trojans won the District
Great Mouthpiece”, about a famous
Blerim Kuqi ’02 is currently atChampionship but were unable to go
attorney. Jim said in those early days
tending University of Central Arkansas, to the State Meet as three of the seniors
that he was going to be an attorney one majoring in business finance and has a
cont’d on next page
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Obituaries
Robert Bednar ’48 of Stuttgart,
AR died January 24, 2005. A retired
farmer, a Knight of Columbus, and an
Army veteran, Robert is survived by his
wife Betty, six daughters Karen, Linda,
Sharon, Debbie, Tammy, Pammy, two
brothers, three sisters, thirteen grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.
Jerry Vernon ’48, of Sperry, OK,
died January 24, 2005. He attended
St. Boniface School in Ft. Smith before
coming to Subiaco. A veteran of the
U.S. Army and a Knight of Columbus,
he coached football at Subiaco; then
started a career in construction in Arizona and California. Jerry is survived by
his wife Helen, daughters Regina, Lynn,
Sharon, Michelle, Teresa, Jonnetta, Shirley, sons Stephen, Kelly, 14 grandchildren, eight great-grandchildren, brother

Richard, and sister Ann. The Mass of
Christian Burial took place at St. These
Catholic Church in Collinsville, OK.
William Janelle ’53 died December 29, 2005 in Nevada City, CA. A
veteran of the U.S. Air Force and the
U.S. Army, he had retired from work
for G.T.E. Government Systems. He is
survived by his wife Dorothy, daughters Suzanne, Andrea, and Denise, and
sisters Charlene and Robin.
Sylvester Joseph Bornhoft ’52
died March 12, 2005, in Weiner, AR.
A farmer, member of the Weiner Lions
Club, and Army veteran, “S.J.” is survived by his wife Betty, two daughters,
one brother, one sister, five grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren.
Brian Shurtleff ‘69 died on January 20, 2005. A veteran of the U.S. Ma-

rine Corps, he earned a MBA from Cal
Poly and taught high school mathematics for the last five years after a career in
sales. Brian is survived by sons Brian II
and Jeffory, his mother and stepfather,
and a sister.
Basil Wiederkehr ‘51 of Phoenix,
a retired Maricopa County Adult Probation Officer, died March 14, 2005. He
is survived by his wife Mary Ann, a
step-daughter, five grandchildren, three
sisters, and one brother.
Carl Grummer, Sr. ’35 died February 10, 2005.
.

Where are they now?
cont’d from page 11

were at Rockaway Beach on their Senior
Trip. Jack O’Connor was the team’s
leading player followed by Charles Reinhart and Jimmy Keatts.
The ’54-’55 Boxing Team won 56
Bouts (2KO’s and 9TKO’s) and lost
only 35, and had 3 Draws.
Trojans track significant accomplishments – too numerous to recount
here
Tom Coberg ’76 with the impressive title (Manager, Audiovisual Studio
and Graphic Design Group—Communicating Arts - Federal Reserve Bank of
San Francisco) and his wife Sue celebrated their 18th wedding anniversary
on St. Valentine’s Day 2005 and their
daughter, Scout just turned 7. Tom’s
company produces economic education
and public information programs on
behalf of the Federal Reserve System.
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He has had the pleasure of
directing Chairman Alan
Greenspan, and comments
“I like to say that I’ve told
the most important person
in the world what to do...
and he did it! Only Subiaco
could prepare you for that.”

Rolando Martinez ’01, majoring in architecture at the
University of Arkansas Fayetteville, and Wallie Sprick
’77, a graduate of the U of A School of Architecture
and presently with the Little Rock firm of Wittenberg,
Deloney & Davidson, explained on November 1, 2004,
to Academy students career possibilities in their field and
what is involved in the work. Each year several alumni
make presentations on Career Day to the students to help
them make choices on further study and careers.

Development

Development Director’s Message
There is a piece making its way
around the internet entitled “Charles
Schultz Philosophy” which seems to
make a very good point. We are asked
to answer several questions: who are the
wealthiest people in the world, recent
winners of the Miss America contest and
Heisman trophy, Nobel & Pulitzer prizes
and Academy Awards. Most of us would
score poorly on such a test. And that is
the point.
But then the test takes a turn. One
is asked to name three friends who have
helped you through a difficult time;
name five people who have taught you
something worthwhile; think of a few
people who have made you feel appreciated and special; name half a dozen heroes whose stories have inspired you; list
a few teachers who aided your journey
through school. Chances are most of us
would find this part of the test quite easy
to complete. And that too is the point.
The people who make a difference
in our lives are not the ones with the
most credentials, the most money, or the
most awards.
They are the ones that care.
When we look back over our lives

it is not the rich and famous who have
helped us the most, but the uncle that
took time to take us fishing or the
friend that continued to trust us in
a time of difficulty; the mother who
continues to love us even when we are
clearly unlovable; the teacher who selflessly guides us not only in how to do
math or history or basketball, but how
to make life decisions that will benefit
us in the long run.
A month or so ago we sent a small
brochure to some of our alumni and
friends asking them to honor one of
their favorite teachers. It has been very
interesting seeing the results of this
informal survey. The brochure carried
the pictures of Fr. Harold, Br. Tobias,
Coach Tencleve, Fr. Hugh, Fr. Victor
and Fr. Frowin (deceased). Other teachers were mentioned in the brochure:
Fr. Brendan McGuire, Fr. Carleton,
Fr. Christopher, Br. Jude, Fr. Timothy.
Certainly we all have some favorite
teacher who influenced us on our life’s
journey. Some whose names were not
included in the brochure were honored
by alumni including Fr. William, Fr.
Nicholas and Fr. Cletus.

We can
easily name
those people,
including
teachers, who
have made
a positive
impact on our
lives. We are grateful to them for helping us along the way.
Here at Subiaco we are grateful for
the many who have helped us along our
way. The impact that our many friends
have had on us is great. We see it in the
growing and renovated physical plant
that is Subiaco. But we see it as well in
the spirit that fills the people who make
up this place called Subiaco. The confidence and trust that our many benefactors place in us is an invigorating breath
of fresh air and gives us confidence to
move ahead.
May God Bless You!

Remember Subiaco in your will
Endowment to educational and religious institutions
is often made by bequest. By remembering Subiaco in
your will, you can help guarantee the future financial
security of Subiaco Abbey and Academy. This form of
“building for the future” is available to all friends of
Subiaco Abbey, regardless of the size of their estate or
their present financial responsibilities.
For all estate planning, our legal name is:

Subiaco Abbey
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Recent Memorials
There are times when everyone wants to do something with lasting spiritual meaning for his or her loved ones. Subiaco
Abbey provides such a way. Loved ones can be remembered daily in the monks’ Divine Office and their Masses through the
Memorial Enrollment Program. To make this possible the abbey offers two types of memorial cards that will be sent to the
family or friend that you specify. One would be sent to the family of a deceased person, and a second would be sent to a living
person being remembered. Living memorials include anniversaries, birthdays or other occasions.
DONOR

HONOR/MEMORIAL

Mr. Clyde Sparks
Bro. George C. Conine
Ms. Doris L. Duran
M/M Adolphus Rosales
Mrs. A. H. Phillips
Sr. Georgeanna Mankel
Mrs. A. H. Phillips
Sr. Georgeanna Mankel
M/M John K. Yosten
Ms. Doris L. Duran
M/M Robert E. Hatwig
M/M John K. Yosten
Ms. Doris L. Duran
Ms. Sarah Newman
Mrs. Robert L. Fielder
Smith, Barney & Co.
Mr. & Mrs. Sam Brindley, Sr.
Mr. & Mrs. John K. Yosten
Mrs. A. H. Phillips
Sr. Georgeanna Mankel
M/M William C. Knoedl
M/M Aemilian J. Plugge
M/M Robert E. Hatwig
M/M Charles Cravens
Mr. David Cravens
M/M Adolphus Rosales
Mr. Kyle Kordsmeier
M/M Steven Pirani
M/M John Troxler
Mr. Louis J. Reinhart
M/M Edwin J. Carpenter
M/M Cecil Hoelting
M/M Don Greenland
M/M Charles Nabholz
M/M Frank A. Hug, Jr.
Ms. Jane Duke
M/M Michael Moser
Trinity Educational Trust

Marjorie & Joe Angellica
Annabel Applegate
Steve & Francis Archuleta
Amin Awe
Margaret Baum
Megan Birkle
Yvonne M. Bruch
Vincent Coode
Dorothy Endres
Family of Doris Duran
Mrs. Tillie Forst
Mr. Val L. Fuhrmann
Evelyn and Theresa Garcia
Will & Nora Gavin
Sonny Gower
Ed Granger
Andy Gunn
Ida Hoenig
Lou Ann C. Huston
Lucille Jones
John Knoedl
John Knoedl
Mrs. Mary Ann Komp
Mrs. Mary Ann Komp
Mrs. Mary Ann Komp
Maria Lopez de Torres
Fr. Brendan McGuire
Evelyn Cumnock McLemore
Martin Moore
Mary Reinhart
Donald Sauermann
Francis Schulte
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen

DONOR

HONOR/MEMORIAL

M/M D. Jan Hamilton
M/M Rodney Todd
M/M David Nabholz
Mr. Brad Hegeman
Mr. Jay Kutchka
Mrs. Kathy Woodard
Tilles School
M/M Tommy L. Francis
M/M Doug Linker
M/M James G. Pendleton
M/M Kenneth Siebenmorgen
Nabholz Foundation
M/M Steve Stinnett
M/M Richard L. Spellins
Lawrence, S. & S., LTD
M/M Jeffrey Palmer
Barron Funding Group, Inc.
M/M Phillip L. Matsler
M/M Justin R. Morris
M/M John Spellins
M/M Edmund Nabholz
M/M Robert Lensing
M/M Don A. Smith
M/M Aloys W. Nolte
Ms. Lee Anne Gafford
D/M David C. Garrett, III
M/M Bill Shattuck
Ms. Sue Ann Lamascus
M/M Bob Sudderth
M/M Sam V. Johnston
M/M Bob Gajarski
Ms. Janet Miller
Ms. Justina Clements
M/M Guy Sutherland
M/M Joe F. Snider
Mrs. James F. Hartmeier
M/M Robert Brown
Ms. Stephanie M. Blevins

Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
Tony Siebenmorgen
B Cameron Smith
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag

DONOR

HONOR/MEMORIAL

M/M Steve Blevins
Mr. Elmer Burns
M/M Andrew J. Reynolds
Mr. H.N. Flora
Ms. Alice Pridmore
Ms. Rebekah Bellatti
M/M Ralph J. Oliver
M/M David Melton
Ms. Diann James
Jack Kissee Ford, Inc
Ms. Suzanne Untersee
Ms. Karon R. Warner
M/M James Lindsay
Mr. Denzil Garrison
M/M Jerome F. Greenfield
Mr. Lewis B. Ambler
M/M James H. Allen
M/M Eugene D. Heiss
M/M Robert P. Rust
Ms. Nell Davis
Garrison, B, C, B. & B. PLLC
M/M Jim Folk
M/M Ronald L. Scherzer
Ms. Patricia Pixley
M/M Harvey Sparkman
M/M Neil Young
M/M Neil Young
M/M Billy Soller
M/M Steve Schmitz
M/M Richard Ardemagni
Mrs. Patty Averwater Taylor
M/MJames Hall
Mr. David Filiatreau
M/M John Hughes
M/M Jim Huff
Mrs. Carol Smelley
M/M Jim Huff

Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Jim Sontag
Beverly Tibbs
Charles Tibbs
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl

See “Memorials” on page 16

To request a Memorial, clip, fill in coupon, and mail.
Enclosed is my memorial gift to continue the works of Subiaco Abbey $
My Name
Address
City						
State		
Zip
In Memory of: 				
(or) In Honor of: 				
			
(Name)						
(Name)
Commemorating: (Anniversary, Birthday, Special Occasion)
Send special card to:
Address
City						
State		
Zip
Mail to: Subiaco Abbey, 405 N. Subiaco Avenue, Subiaco, AR 72865-9798
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Work continues on Coury House addition
For most of the last three months,
work has moved in short spurts on the
chapel addition to Coury House. Winter weather held up the project many
times as all the work had to be external
and was affected by cold and rainy
conditions. Another holdup was a delay
in getting the pre-fabricated cement on
site. But slowly and surely the addition
has taken shape. One can get an idea of
where things are from a recent update
from the maintenance department
concerning Coury House. “Windows

have been installed. Framing
is installed for
the lobby ceiling.
The steel beam
in the meeting
room has been
modified to allow for adequate
overhead clearance. Insulation
has been installed
in upper level
exterior
walls.
Conduit
Coury House addition in early March
is being
installed
welding skills.
throughout. Stone masons are
The builders are presently projectworking on the exterior corners.
ing the completion of the work by early
Selection of floor coverings and
June of this year.
colors are underway. ”
The report continued, saying
that Fr. Eugene Luke was building the balcony railing, using his

Coury House North side in early April

Throughout history, one
of the primary ministries
of monks has been to
intercede for the prayer
needs of God’s people.
In our desire to better
meet your prayer needs,
Subiaco Abbey instituted
the Prayer Hotline in

October 2004. This prayer
line is open 24 hours a day,
every day. One of the monks
is available from 6:30 p.m.7:30 p.m. daily in order to
acknowledge and include
your prayer needs in the
daily prayers of the monastic
community. At other hours

of the day you will be able
to leave a message that
will be picked up during
the time when the line is
monitored. We encourage
you to make use of the
Prayer Hotline. Let us join
you in praying for your
needs.

The telephone number to call is:

1-800-350-5889
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Memorials cont’d from page 14
DONOR

HONOR/MEMORIAL

Bro. George C. Conine
M/M Gilbert L. Koch
M/M William B. Stell
Mrs. Margaret Hug
M/M W. B. Roberts
Ms. Lucille King
Mr. Leo J. Eckart
M/M David Allmendinger
1st GTT & Mrs. Bill S. Laws
Mr. Carl O. Huncke
Mr. R J Schumacher
M/M John K. Yosten
Mr. Jim Pfaff
M/M Adolphus Rosales
M/M James A. Zimmerer

Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Rev. Herbert L. Vogelpohl
Craig Walterscheid
Mrs. Bertha Walz
Alfredo & Majiba Zaiden
Anne Zimmerer

Journal
cont’d from page 6
Some go walking, some go fishing, some
play horseshoes, and some stay close to
the food. Fr. Raphael De Salvo, pastor, hosted us in the parish hall at Shoal
Creek, wearing his cape and biretta. His
garb exactly matched the light-hearted
mood of the day.

Upcoming Retreats and Events at Coury House
May 2–4:
May 9–11:
May 12–17:
May 20–21:
May 28–29:
June 3–5:
June 6–9:
June 9–12:
June 13–17:
June 24–26:
July 10–14:
July 15–17:
July 22–24:
July 29–30:
July 3–Aug.3:
July 29–31:
August 5–7:
		

** Bella Vista Community Church, Bella Vista, AR
** Christ of the Hills, UMC, Hot Springs Village, AR
** Benedictine Health Center Conference
Subiaco Academy Graduation guests.
Fr. Shaun Wesley, Ordination & First Mass guests.
Subiaco Academy Alumni Reunion.
** Diocese of Little Rock Priest Retreat
Prince of Peace Parish, Tyler, TX Annual Retreat
** Subiaco Abbey Monastic Retreat
** Diocese of Memphis Diaconate Formation Retreat.
Vocation Discernment Retreat. Br. Francis Kirchner, OSB, Dir.
Annual Family Retreat.
Lay Carmelite Retreat. Mary Torok, Contact person.
Marriage Encounter for Newlyweds.
Diocese of Little Rock Catholic School Principals Retreat.
**Holy Reedemer Choir Retreat, El Dorado, AR
Catholic Knights of America Annual Conference
** Special group retreat.

Coury House Weekend Retreat rates include two nights and six meals.
A shared room: $95. Private room: $130. Married Couple: $175.
Rates for private retreats, days of recollection,
and special groups are available upon request.
For more information or reservations, contact us at:
479-934-4411 or 479-934-1290
The Coury House Book Store and Gift Shop
offers quality religious articles and books for spiritual growth and direction.
Call Donna Forst at: 479-934-4041 or 479-934-1292
Check our web site: www.subi.org or e-mail us at: couryhouse@subi.org
or chgifts@subi.org
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